
“JASH” Super cyclone when devastated Hingalganj if 
sundernan, salted water of the coastal rivers over flown the 
villages and cultivations, IOROA ER could stand by the side 
of 250+ families for one months ration of Rice, Sugar, Salt, 
Detergent, Bath Soap, Biscuits, Chura, Dal, Soyabean, 
Sanitizer, Masks etc. could bring a relief to 700 people on 
15.06.2021.

News from Units & Chapters

Continued to page 3
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O c t o b e r

Eastern Unit Western Unit
During the recent Cyclones with heavy rains along the 
West Coast, IndianOil employees surpassed all barriers 
and extended all possible help in the difficult times of 
Covid-19 to the flood affected people. This is definitely an 
admirable gesture on the part of our employees.
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I am inclined to go back to memory lane in respect of 
IROWA's growth. Established 36 years ago under the 
Presidentship of Late Shri S K Sinha, Ex Director 
(Refineries) and there after groomed by eminent 
personalities as President / General Secretary. Initially the 
objective was to establish a social organization with an eye 
on welfare measures for retirees.

IROWA's growth is phenomenal with 6000 + members on 
its mailing list, its structure has also undergone sea 
change. Seven Units in metropolitan cities were 
established to cater the needs and inspirations of ever 
growing membership. An umbrella organization termed as 
Apex Body was formed with HQs at Delhi due to its 
proximity to Corporate Office. The idea is to have “single 
window” concept. No Member or Unit will directly deliberate 
with Corporate Office.

Changing socio – economic scenario, (breakdown in joint 
family system), advent of natural calamities e.g. “Covid – 
19” pandemic resulted in greater emphasis on “emotional 
support” vis-à-vis financial assistance to those in distress 
through IROBF.

During the period of distress IOC enlightened management 
rose to the occasion. Apart from providing monetary 
assistance for purchase of “Health Monitoring/Care 
Devices”, timely assistance for hospitalization and host of 
other measures were provided. Hats off to IOC top 
management for humanitarian act with those who worked 
tirelessly to make it happen. 

WhatsApp has created a havoc, condolence message is 
meant for bereaved family only. Why copy paste by all and 
sundry.  

Members have right to express their grievances. Why go 
public through whatsApp. Pick up your mobile – talk to Mr J 
K Puri, General Secretary Apex Body and get clarifications. 

Message on whatsApp regarding demise of the retiree will 
not be given any cognizance. Such message must be 
communicated to IROWA on its email with following 
information 

1. Name of the demised retiree
2. Employee Number
3. Date of demise
4. Address with mobile number and email
5. Spouse Name and status (Alive or deceased) 

This information is mandatory. The General Secretary of 
Units may kindly take note and advise their chapters 
suitably. 

God bless those who matter. 
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Very Important

Dear Friends

I, on behalf of Executive members of IROWA, hope this 
communication finds you and your family members in good 
health and spirit and wish you and your families a very 
Happy and healthy 2022.

Of late it has been observed that many of our separated 
colleagues/ their spouses experience some difficulties in 
filling up various forms which are required to be submitted 
to IOCL from time to time to get various benefits after 
separation from Indian Oil Corporation Limited. In this 
regard, IROWA and members of the retired fraternity are 
guiding /assisting the members / spouses whenever help 
is required. It has also been observed that many of our 
separated colleagues / their spouses are not aware of 
various formalities to be completed at the time of sad 
demise of an employee.

IROWA has therefore decided to issue this communication 
for the benefit of all retired employees to help such 
colleagues/ their spouses by sharing the following 
information/ documentation:

1. Submission of Life Certificate: Life certificates 
under various Schemes are required to be submitted 
to different authorities at different points of time. 
Please refer to the annexed Ready-Reckoner 
specifying the authority and time for submission of Life 
Certificate under PRMBF, Ex gratia (If applicable), 
SABF Pension, and Employees' Pension Scheme 
(EPS 95 scheme) . Pl note that Life Certificate has 
to be submitted for claiming the benefits of 
PRMBF in November every year through 
Electronic mode or / Physical paper mode and the 
same is valid for reimbursement of Ex Gratia also.

2. Submission of claims under PRMBF: Compilation 
regarding periodicity for submission of various 
reimbursement claims under PRMBF i.e. Domiciliary 
expenses claim, Health Check up, Chronic option 
claim, Miscellaneous expenses and change of option 
from Self-certification to chronic or vice versa is also 
annexed.

3. Formalities to be completed on demise of ex-
employee/spouse of deceased ex-employee:

(a) For Annuity/Pension Transfer

 Spouse/nominee is required to inform HR Dept. of the 
unit/ location from where ex-employee has 
superannuated or the current disbursing unit 
whichever is applicable about the demise of ex-
employee / spouse. Form N would be required to be 
filled in by spouse / nominee (s) of deceased 
employee (separately by each in case of more than 
one nominee) and to b submitted to HR Dept of the 
place from where separated / current disbursing unit 

along with following documents:

 -� Advance discharge receipt,

 - � LIC Bank Mandate form duly signed by bank 
manager,

 - � Cancelled cheque of the account in which the 
spouse / nominee(s) should be the first named 
account holder with name of the nominee printed 
on the cheque,

�  (In case the names of the account holders are not 
printed on the cheque, a photocopy of the 
Passbook duly attested by the Bank manager has 
to be submitted).

 - � Copy of death certificate

 - � Copy of PAN Card of Spouse / Nominee

- �  Copy of Aadhaar Card of Spouse / Nominee

 - � Existence Certificate to be filled by Spouse/ 
nominee

(b) For benefits under PRMBF: Spouse is required to 
submit the following documents to PRMBF 
reimbursing Unit for continuing PRMBF benefits after 
demise of ex-employee:

 - � Bank Mandate form consisting bank account 
details of spouse

 - � Copy of PAN Card and Aadhaar Card of spouse

 - � Cancelled cheque of the account of spouse

 - � Death Certificate of ex-employee

(c) For transfer of Pension under EPS 1995: Spouse to 
contact dealing HR officer of the Unit for transfer of 
EPS Pension.

4. Change in Bank Account particulars: Request for 
change in bank particulars to be submitted either 
through eSambandh portal by uploading copy of 
crossed cheque of the new bank account or can be 
sent through post to HR Dept. of PRMBF/ ex-gratia 
reimbursing unit. For change in SABF bank account, 
LIC bank mandate form along with a cancelled 
cheque is to be submitted to HR department of unit of 
separation / current disbursing unit.

5. Ex-gratia: Employees / spouses of employees who 
have retired prior to 01.01.2007 and are not getting 
any ex-gratia are also advised to check with the HR 
department of the last place of posting / current 
disbursing unit in the month of April every year for their 
entitlement for Ex-gratia.

 Ex-gratia is paid to the employees who have 
separated by way of superannuation/ Voluntary 
retirement/pre-mature retirement on medical 
grounds. The amount is calculated as the difference 
of the annuity amount (post commutation) as per 
standard option (Option 4) and the grade-wise ex 
gratia entitlement, which is revised every year in the 
month of April.



NPS Exit Post 
Superannuation � Process

� Ex-gratia is payable to eligible ex-employees / spouse 
of deceased ex employee on 1st July and 1st January 
subject to submission of Life Certificate in November 
every year. Payment is released on monthly basis to 
ex employees who separated prior to 01/11/1987. Ex 
gratia is paid to the employees, who retired from 
01.04.2003 to 31.12.2006, based on the revised 
SABF annuity amount computed and advised to 
employees w.e.f.  01.04.2011.

6. Felicitation Award : An employee on attaining the 
age of 70 yrs,75 yrs,80 yrs, 85 yrs, 90yrs, 95 yrs and 
100 yrs is eligible to get the “Felicitation Award” at 
each milestone achieved..

 The employee has to claim the amount after filling the 
Life Certificate form along with a copy of the Aadhaar 
Card and submit the same to the disbursing unit of 
IOC after getting it certified by a serving officer.

It is our earnest request that colleagues must share the 
above information with their spouses / Nominees to avoid 
delay in getting the benefits.

For any other information / assistance, IROWA office can 
be contacted.
With Warm regards,
Yours sincerely,
(J K Puri)
General Secretary
Encl : As above
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1.  SALIENT POINTS REGARDING NPS EXIT or 
Closure of NPS account :

 NPS provides flexibility as exit can be done any time 
post retirement prior of attaining 75 years of age, as 
per your financial requirement.

 Option is available to superannuating employee for 
transfer of SABF accumulation to his National Pension 
System account and purchase annuity (pension).

 At the time of NPS exit, fund can be withdrawn upto 
60%, which is tax free.

 Minimum 40% fund is required for purchase of 
annuity/pension.

 Annuity Purchase from NPS is GST free.

 Annuity Service Providers provide multiple annuity 
options.

 In case, NPS account balance is less than 5 Lakh, then 
subscriber can opt for 100% withdrawal. But if amount 
is more than 5 lakhs, annuity is required to be 
purchased.

2. NPS EXIT OPTIONS AVAILABLE AT THE TIME OF 
SUPERANNUATION: 

 NPS Exit at the time of superannuation to start 
pension with minimum 40% of the fund and 

NPS Exit Options at the time
of superannuation & Process

withdraw/commute rest of the amount.

 Continuation of PRAN – NPS account can be 
continue till age of 75 years. Superannuating 
employee need to transfer the PRAN from corporate to 
retail by filling the Inter-Sector Shifting (ISS) form and 
continue to stay invested. 

 (Note: Form to be submitted to ICICI through Nodal 
HR Co-ordinator after deposit of last contribution by 
IOCL).

3. POINTS TO CHECK BEFORE EXIT:

• Please login to your NPS Account and download the 
latest statement.

• Check whether Name of Nominee is as per their proof 
of identity, i.e., PAN, driving license, Aadhaar, passport 
etc.

• Check Bank account details i.e., match the details 
available at NPS account with cheque book/passbook 
/ bank statement

• Check / update mobile number, email ID. It can be 
done through system by OTP generation

• Check address as per address proof. It can be done 
through S2 form

 If the details on the NPS account reflecting are not 
correct, then a Subscriber Modification form (S2) has 
to be filled first and after the correction of the details 
exit can be initiated. (S2 form). 

Only the details that are to be corrected/updated are to be 
filled and signatures are mandatory on pages 3, 4, 5. This 
form is required to be send to M/s ICICI – IOCL's POP at 
the following address:

1. Visit https://nps.kfintech.com/

2. Login to NPS Account

3. Check Personal details i.e., Address, bank details, 
email ID, phone number, Identity proof, Name of 
Nominee as per his/her Aadhar.   Wherever 
correction/modification is required, the same may be 
done.

4. Change email ID to Personal e-mail ID.  

5. Click Exit/ Withdrawal option after ensuring that 
contribution for superannuating month is transferred to 
NPS account. 

6. Select Superannuation option
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7. Form will open with pre-populated details. Other 
sections may be filled.

- If full amount is less than 5 Lakh then subscriber can 
opt for 100% withdrawal, Select OK

- If corpus is above 5 lakhs, then annuity would be 
required to be purchased. Maximum 60% of the fund 
can be withdrawn, which is tax free and minimum 40% 
of the fund is to be used for Annuity purchase. 
However, subscriber can choose for higher 
percentage of funds to buy annuity, even 100% of the 
fund can be utilised for Annuity purchase. This 
percentage is required to be mentioned.

8. After submission of all details, submit, download the 
whole form

9.   Annuity Options of various Annuity Service Providers 
can also be checked through system or concerned 
IOCL / ICICI Co-ordinator can be contacted for 
clarification.

10. Attach following self- attested documents:

 a.  ePRAN (if photo not visible in ePRAN then do 
eSign first)

 b. Address proof
 c. PAN Card/ ID proof
 d. Bank details (Cancelled cheque/ bank passbook)
 e.  Affix photo on the form
 f. Signature of witness, signature of proposer (to be 

signed by  subscriber)

11 Form along with enclosures (self-attested) is required .�  
to be sent to ICICI Prudential Pension Fund Manager 
(Address given below) as hard copy and if ICICI 
Prudential is the chosen Annuity Service Provider 
(ASP) then the same form along with enclosures (self-
attested) have to be sent to POP as soft copy over 
Email.

 Shailesh Bendale
 ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Co. Ltd.,
 NPS - POP Operations (Shared Services),
 Raheja Tipco Plaza, Rani Sati Marg, Malad East,
 Mumbai – 400097

CONTINUATION OF NPS ACCOUNT AFTER 
SUPERANNUATION – PROCESS

1. During service, employees' NPS account is tagged 
with the Corporation as per their option and monthly 
employer and employee contribution is transferred to 
NPS account of employees by the Corporation. NPS 

account maintenance and transaction charges are 
being borne by the Corporat ion.   Af ter  
superannuation, employees are required to shift their 
NPS account from Corporate Sector to Retail Sector 
so that they can manage their account in individual 
capacity.

2. For the purpose, Inter Sector Shifting form (ISS Form) 
is required to be filled (copy enclosed)

3. Details to be filled in ISS form:

A. General Information:
 i. Name as per NPS account
 ii. 12-digit PRAN number 
 iii. Existing PRAN association – Select “Corporate 

Sector”, CBO/POP SP Registration number – 
1632058 and CBO/POP SP Name – Indian Oil 
Corporation Limited

 iv. Target PRAN association – Select “All Citizen of 
India (UOS)”, CBO/POP SP Registration number – 
1616010 and CBO/POP SP Name – ICICI 
Prudential Pension Funds Management CO. Ltd.

 B. Additional Information – Not applicable

 C. Additional Information – Not applicable

 D. Pension Fund Selection and Investment Option
 i. Employee can select default option – ICICI 

Prudential Pension Fund and Auto LC 25 
(Conservative option where 90% fund will invest in 
Govt Securities, 5% each in corporate bond and 5% 
in Equity)

OR
 ii. Can select the option of his/her choice as per 

individual risk profile

4. Employee need to fill “Declaration”

 A. Put date

 B. Put your signature

5. No need for corporate authorization

6. Complete form needs to be sent to ICICI Prudential 
PFM office (Address in provided at the end)

Forms to be sent at below POP address:    

Shailesh Bendale

ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Co. Ltd.,

NPS - POP Operations (Shared Services),

Raheja Tipco Plaza, Rani Sati Marg, Malad East,

Mumbai – 400097

 

Region POP Contact Person Email ID Contact Number 

North Anuradha Singh anuradha.singh@iciciprulife.com +91 9650402846 

East Mukesh Kumar Mukesh.kr@iciciprulife.com +91 9999078665 

South Paawan Dayaramani paawan.dayaramani@iciciprulife.com +91 8827824160 

West Abhimanyu Patil abhimanyu.patil@iciciprulife.com +91 7875518916 

 

Region wise ICICI Pru PFM Coordinators details for support:
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READY  RECKONER  
SUBMISSION

 
OF

 
LIFE

 
CERTIFICATE

 
Name

 
of

 
Scheme

 
When

                
To

 
Whom

 
For

 
PRMBF

 
/ Ex Gratia

 
ePraman or Paper Document 
every

 
year

 
in

 
the

 
month

  
of 

November
 

Only One Single 
Certificate 

 

HR
 

Department
 

of
 

Reimbursing
 

Unit
 opted

     
under

 
PRMBF

 

For
 

Pension
 

under
 

Superannuation
 
Benefit

 
Fund

 
Scheme

 Annuity

 
Option /

 
Description

 
Submission

 
of

 
Life

 
Certificate

 LIC

 

to

 

Unit

 HR

 

HDFC

 

LIFE

 

to

 Nearest

 

HFDC

 Life

 

Branch

 

SBI

 

LIFE*

 

1

 

For

 

life

 

time

 

of

 

member

 

only.

 

No

 

benefit

 

shall

 accrue

 

to

 

family

 

after

 

death

 

of

 

member

 

Yearly^

 

Yearly^

 

Yearly^

 
2

 

Life

 

time

 

of

 

the;

 

member

 

with

 

a

 

guaranteed

 
period

 

for

 

5

 

years

 

Yearly

 

after

 

5

 
years^

 

Yearly

 

after

 

5

 
years^

 

Yearly^

 
3

 

Life

 

time

 

of the

 

member

 

with

 

a

 

guaranteed

 
period

 

for

 

10

 

years

 

Yearly

 

after

 

10

 
years^

 

Yearly

 

after

 

10

 
years^

 

Yearly^

 4

 

Life

 

time

 

of

 

the

 

member

 

with

 

a

 

guaranteed

 
period

 

for

 

15

 

years

 

Yearly

 

after

 

15

 
years^

 

Yearly

 

after

 

15

 
years^

 

Yearly^

 5

 

Life

 

time

 

of

 

the

 

member

 

with

 

refund

 

of

 

principal

 
annuity

 

amount

 

to

 

the

 

beneficiary

 

at

 

the

 

time

 

of

 

death

 

of the

 

member

 

Every

 

5

 

years^

 

Every

 

3

 

years^

 

Yearly^

 
6

 

Joint

 

life

 

time

 

of

 

the

 

member

 

as

 

well

 

as

 

his/her

 

spouse

 

Yearly^

 

Yearly^

 

Yearly^

 7

 

Life

 

time

 

of

 

the

 

member

 

with

 

a

 

guaranteed

 

period for 20 years (not available in case of SBI

 

Life)

 

Yearly

 

after

 

20

 

years^

 

Yearly

 

after

 

20

 

years^

 

Option

 

not

 

available

 
8

 

Joint

 

life

 

&

 

last

 

survivor

 

pension

 

with

 

return

 

of

 

capital

 

Every

 

5

 

years^

 

Every

 

3

 

years^

 

Yearly^

 
^In

 

the

 

next

 

month of

 

your

 

retirement

 

For

 

SBI

 

Life:

 

Life

 

certificate

 

is

 

to

 

be

 

directly

 

submitted

 

to

 

Insurer

 

Mail

 

ID

 

:

 

GROUPANNUITY@SBILIFE.CO.IN

 

or

 

at nearest SBI

 

Life

 

Branch

 

or

 

at

 

major branches

 

at SBI

 

For

 

Pension

 

Under

 

Employee

 

Pension

 

Scheme

 

Every

 

year

 

in

 

the

 

month of November

 

To check with Jeevan Praman

 

Centre

 

website,

 

check

 

the

 

location and visit the centre to

 

submit

 

digital

 

certificate.

 

SUBMISION

 

OF

 

CLAIMS

 

Domiciliary

 

claim

 

under

 

Self-

 

Certification

 

Option

 

-

 

Six

 

monthly

 

April

 

-

 

(for October –

 

March)

 

October

 

–

 

(for

 

April

 

–

 

September)

 

HR Deptt 
/Medical

 

Section,

 

Finance

 

Department

 

of

 

Reimbursing

 

Unit

 

Single

 

Test

 

in

 

nominated

 

hospital

 

If

 

single

 

test

 

exceeds

 

>1500/-

 

Health

 

check-up

 

Once

 

in block of

 

2

 

years

 

from

 

nominated

 

hospital

 

Reimbursement

 

claim

 

under

 

Chronic

 

option

 

‐

 

At the end of every quarter if claim is more than

 

Rs.500/-

 

‐

 

Immediately

 

if

 

claim

 

exceeds

 

Rs.10000/-

 

(Claims

 

to

 

be

 

supported

 

with

 

original

 

bills,

 

copies of 
prescriptions, cash memos etc. Claim for treatment of

 

disease

 

other

 

than

 

chronic

 

viz-

 

dental,

 

physiotherapy

 

can

 

also be

 

submitted

 

under

 

this

 

option)

 

Miscellaneous

 

Expenses

 

Once

 

in

 

Financial

 

Year

 

either

 

in September

 

or

 

March

 

Change

 

of

 

Option

 

from

 

Self-

 

Certification to Chronic or vice
versa

In

 

April

 

of the beginning of the year of

 

the

 

block

 

years

 

i.e. (2022- 2024)
HR, Department

 

of Reimbursing
Unit

Felicitation of Retired Employees :The retired employees of the Corporation are eligible to receive the

felicitation award on achieving different age milestones of 70/75/80/85/90/95/100 years.
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Ref. : DP/3/5(A)/65

Date: 20.09.2021
Sub: PRMBF- regarding regulation of benefits in view of COVID-19

1.0 Please refer co(FR)'s IOM, No, DP/3/5(A)/41 dated 23.06.2021 conveying following temporary 
thdispensations/measures till 30  September, 2021in order to facilitate payments to PRMBF 

members/beneficiaries under “chronic option”:

 a.  Keeping on hold the requirement of physical bills for processing medical claims submitted online.
st th b. Extension in prescription's validity expiring(ed) between 1  February, 2020 till 30  september , 2021 for 

repeat of medicines conveyed earlier in this regard. 

2.0 In view of covid-19 situation across the country, it has been decided to extend implementation of above measures 
sttill 31  December, 2021 as per the modalities conveyed earlier in this regard.

3.0 However, all original bills in physical form against which reimbursement based on soft copies of the bills bas been 
stclaimed shall be required to be sent to the corporation after 31  December, 2021 and father bills shall be 

considered for proccssing upon receipt of the bills already reimbursed. In case of non-receipt of original bills 
against which payment has been released under “ chronic option”, the amount already reimbursed shall stand 
recoverable from future entitlements under PRMBF.

4.0 The above be intimated to all concerned, 

CORPORATE OFFICER - HR
INTER OFFICE MEMO

Dear Mathur Saheb,

First, I thank you very much for sending me a copy of 
IROWA News received. yesterday.

I have always been an anxious reader of the magazine. 
Unfortunately, for the last few years I did not receive the 
issues. I tried speaking to IROWA office and also earlier 
had requested Puri Saheb but to no avail. I kept quiet. 
Whatever information trikiled from various quarters, I 
contended with.

I am grateful to you for now remembering me. Today, 
while going through I found some of my close 
associates have passed away, It was quite disturbing. 
GODS WILL. In this context may I request you to also 
indicate the date of demise particularly because 
IROWA is published quarterly

Most other informations contained are very relevant 
and useful for living colleagues or their spouses / 
dependants after their death.

I totality your contribution has always been 
appreciated.

I do hope you will give suitable instructions to the 
concerned person to ensure despatch future issues on 
time. thanks once again,

Regards

A.K.GOVIL

Letter to Editor Editors pick

We do not pik and choose our readers. All members of 
IROWA are on our mailing list. It is the 'devil of Post 
Office' does the trick. We have no control on postal 
authorities. Dispatching of IROWA News Letter through 
'Speed Post' is very time consuming. Kindly ponder 
over the issue of dispatching methodology and advised 
if you have any suggestions to eradicate this menace.

However, IROWA News Letter is available on Web site.

Kindly bear with us.

President Shri V.C. Agrawal and President Shri V.C. Agrawal and 
members of Executive Committee of members of Executive Committee of 
IROWA and IROBF New Delhi wish IROWA and IROBF New Delhi wish 
a very Happy & Prosperous Diwali to a very Happy & Prosperous Diwali to 
all the members and their families.all the members and their families.

President Shri V.C. Agrawal and 
members of Executive Committee of 
IROWA and IROBF New Delhi wish 
a very Happy & Prosperous Diwali to 
all the members and their families.

Happy Deepawali!!Happy Deepawali!!Happy Deepawali!!Happy Deepawali!!Happy Deepawali!!Happy Deepawali!!
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The Taste of Candy
There was an old man who was admitted in a hospital. A 
young man would visit him every day, and sit with him for 
more than one hour. He would help him eat his food, and 
help take his shower. He would then take him walking the 
garden of the hospital. After that he would bring him back to 
his room and help him to lie down. He would go away after 
reassuring himself that the old man was doing well. One 
day the nurse entered his room, to give him medicine and 
inspect his condition. The old man looked at her and closed 
his eyes and said to her: I wish he was one of my children.

The nurse said, He is an orphan from the neighborhood 
where we live. I met him one day in the past, crying at the 
door of a Mosque, after his father died. I comforted him and 
bought for him some candy to put a smile on his face. I 
neither saw him nor talked to him after that for a very long 
time.

When he grew up he came to discover where my wife and I 
were living. He would visit us every day to inspect our 
condition.

When I later fell sick, he took my old wife to his home. He 
now comes to the hospital to see my treatment everyday. 
One day I asked him: My son why do you have to deal with 
us and care about us so much?

He simply smiled and said: The taste of the candy is still in 
my mouth.

Moral: A beautiful deed will be harvested one day by those 
who planted it, no matter how long it takes. No matter how 
much media talks about world going bad, there will be 
always more good people than bad ones. Therefore, never 
lose hope in being a good person and doing good for 
others.

I used to meet a news paper man while walking in the 
gallery of my house at about 5:00 in the morning when he 
used to come to deliver the newspaper.

He used to throw newspapers in my house in front of the 
main entrance on a moving cycle and greeted me with the 
words Namaste Babuji and used to move forward in a 
hurry.

Gradually, with the passage of time, my waking up time 
changed to 7:00 AM.

When he did not see me walking in the morning for several 
days, one Sunday at around 9:00 AM he came to my 
residence to check my well being. When he came to know 
that all is well in the house. I had just started getting up late.

He said with folded hands in a very polite way, Babuji! Can I 
say one thing? 

I said... Speak

He said... Why are you changing your good habit of waking 
up early in the morning? It is for you that I pick up the 

A Lesson To Learn

newspaper early in the morning from the Vidhan Sabha 
road and then cycle very fast to deliver my first newspaper 
to you. .. thinking that you'll be waiting.”

I asked in amazement... “And you! You bring newspapers 
from the Vidhan Sabha Road?”

“Yes! The first distribution starts from there,” he replied.

“Then what time do you wake up?”

“At two o'clock... then I reach there by half past three.”

“Then?” I asked.

“Then I go back home after distributing the newspapers at 
about seven o'clock, then at ten o'clock in the office.

I kept looking at him for a few moments and then said, 
“Okay! I will keep your valuable suggestion in mind.

Nearly fifteen years had passed since the incident. One 
day, around nine o'clock in the morning, he came to my 
residence and gave an invitation letter and said, “Babu ji! 
There is my daughters marriage… you have to come with 
your family.”

What I read with a cursory glance at the material recorded 
in the cover of the invitation card indicated that a doctor girl 
had an invitation to marry a doctor boy. So how did it come 
out of my mouth, “Your girl?

“He also, knew the meaning of this question of mine, said 
with amazement, “What are you talking, Babuji! My own 
daughter.”

Taking care of myself and with some of my shyness, I said, 
“No! I mean that you could  make your girl a doctor, in this 
happiness you said so.

“Yes sir! Girl has done MBBS from KGMC and her future 
husband is also MD from there.......And babu ji! My son is a 
final year engineering student.

I was thinking, standing idly by, that I should ask him to 
come in and sit down or not. He himself said, “Good Babu 
ji! Now let me go..... still many more cards are to be 
distributed...... You must come.”

I also thought again that today suddenly the request to sit 
inside would be just a hoax. So I bid him farewell by saying 
a formal hello.

When he came to my residence two years after that 
incident, I learnt that his son was working somewhere in 
Germany. Out of curiosity, I asked him that after all, how did 
he give expensive higher education to his children with on 
his meagre income?

“Babuji! It is a very long story, yet let me share with you 
today. Apart from newspaper, job, I used to earn something 
or the other in my spare time. At the same time, maintained 
strict control on my family's daily expenditure. In the name 
of vegetables in the food, only seasonal vegetables like 
pumpkin, gourd, brinjal were prepared by selecting from 
left over stack in the market.

One day my younger son started crying after seeing the 
contents of the plate served and said to his mother, 



“Everyday just the same dull vegetables like pumpkin, 
brinjal, bottle gourd, taroi... dry food...... I am bored. When I 
go to my friends houses, there are peas-paneer, koftas, 
dum aloo etc. And at home the same cheapest vegetables 
day in and day out.

I was listening to everything, so I could not stop and I went 
to him with a very sad heart, looked at him with great love 
and then said, “First wipe the tears then say anything 
further.”

When I said so, he wiped his own tears. Then I said, “Son! 
Just look at your plate. If you see others, then your own 
plate will also go away. I am seeing your future on a dry 
plate. Dont disrespect it. Eat whatever is served in it with a 
smile….”

He then looked at me with a smile and ate whatever was 

served. Since then none of my children made any 

demands of any kind from me. Babuji! Today I am seeing 

the result of my hard decisions and sacrifice of my family.

I kept listening to his words silently.

* * Today when I am writing this memoir, I am also thinking 

that what is the perverted mentality of todays children that 

they keep pressurizing their parents for ludicrous demands 

without looking at their financial burden...!!*

*Be happy always!!*

*What is received is enough!!*

Abundance Spiral
At a time old world values are becoming the butt of 
redicule, here is a different read!

Six years ago, Gravity Payments CEO Dan Price, 37, 
discovered one of his employees was working a second 
job to make ends meet. His response? He gave her, and 
ultimately everyone in the company a raise to $70,000 per 
year. He paid for it by dropping his own $1.1 million salary 
to $70,000. He tweeted Money buys happiness when you 
climb out of poverty. But going from well-off to very well-off 
doesn't make you

happier. Doing what you believe is right, will.

When he was interviewed on FOX News, he was laughed 
at and ridiculed. They said his business would fail, and 
accused him of being a socialist. However, the FOX 
employees who ushered him in to the shows emceed by 
hosts making seven figures, told him they could hardly 
make ends meet on their minimum wage salaries.

Six years later after the decision that others said would 
destroy his business, Dan reports that revenue has tripled, 
the customer base has doubled, 70% of his employees 
have paid down debt, many bought homes for the first time, 
401(k) contributions grew by 155% and turnover dropped 
in half. His business is now a Harvard Business School 
case study.

At the start of the pandemic, Dan says they lost 55% of 
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The Cobra Effect
Hope you know about a termed named Cobra Effect?

If not, it's time that you learn about it.

The Cobra Effect is a term in economics. It refers to a 
situation when an attempted solution to a problem makes 
the problem worse.

This name was coined based on an incident in old colonial 
India.

By some reasons, there were too many venomous cobra 
snakes in Delhi. People were dying due to snake-bites 
and it became scary for almost everyone to step out of teir 
houses.

The government of the day had to get into action to stop 
this menace and it offered a silver coin for every dead 
cobra. The result were great, a large number of snakes 
were killed for the reward.

Eventually, however, it led to some serious unwanted 
consequences. After a short-term dip in cobra population, 
it started going up.

This was because few people began to breed cobras for 
the income. When the news reached the government, the 
reward program was scrapped, causing the cobra 
breeders to set the now worthless snakes free. As a 
result, the cobra population further increased. The 
solutions for the problem made the situation even worse.

The unintended consequence for a well-intentioned idea 
led to making the problem worst.

Trying a new solution?

Or

Planning to tackle an existing problem with a new idea?

Well, it's time to pause and think about how people would 
respond to the new idea that may sound great on paper!

Specially the solutions that try to affect how people 
behave.

Every solution has consequences and those 
consequences may lad to certain situations where rather 
than solving a current problem, you may end up with more 
complex problems.

As they say the road to hell is paved with good intentions, 
the similar mistakes are happening around us everyday 

their revenue overnight. His loyal employees volunteered 
to take temporary pay cuts in order to prevent layoffs. They 
all weathered the storm. He paid everyone back and is now 
giving out raises.

His employees were so grateful they bought him a Tesla. 
And then he gave out more raises.

Dan Price made a choice to spiral up the happiness and 
abundance spiral, rather than down the fear and poverty 
spiral. Its all the same spiral, it just depends on which 
direction you go in.

Bernie Sanders said:  I think what Dan has done is not only 
extraordinary for his own employees, I hope it sets an 
example for companies all over this country.
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when the decision-makers fail to take a 360 degree view 
of all the possible outcomes of an action before 
implementation.

Nearly 2 years ago, city of Philadelphia in USA passed a 
“soda tax”- a US $1 tax on typical 2-litre bottle of soft-drink 
a a “sin tax” in the national war on obesity. But the natives 
didn't cut calories as a result of the tax on sweetened 
drinks, nor there was a shift towards any healthier option. 
Instead, most of them just drove outside the city to buy the 
same colas, from stores where they didn't have to pay the 
tax. But the poorest paid more as they could not find it 
affordable to drive out of the city to buy their drinks. In the 
end, city suffered loss of revenue due to lower sales 
whereas the lower section society paid more.

The unintended consequence for a well-intentioned idea 
led to making the problem worst.

Even big and brilliant companies do the same mistake.

It is not that mistakes happen only with the government 
run programs, there're n numbers of examples in great 
private companies too where the best and brilliant people 
lose sight of certain negative outcomes due to the initial 
magic of seemingly great looking ideas. 

Vanilla ICE Cream
*Collected*

*Vanilla Ice Cream that puzzled General motors'!!!!*

*Never underestimate your Clients; complaint, no matter 
how funny it might seem!*

This is a real story that happened between the customer of 
General Motors and its Customer- Care Executive. Pls 
read on.....

A complaint was received by the Pontiac Division of 
General Motors. This is the second time I have written to 
you, and I don't blame you for not answering me because I 
sounded crazy, but it is a fact that we have a tradition in our 
family of Ice-Cream for dessert after dinner each night, but 
the kind of ice cream varies so, every night, after we have 
eaten, the whole family votes on which kind of ice cream 
we should have and I drive down to the store to get it. Its 
also a fact that I recently purchased a new Pontiac and 
since then my trips to the store have created a problem.....

You see, every time I buy a vanilla ice-cream, when I start 
back from the store my car won't start. If I get any other kind 
of ice cream, the car starts just fine. I want you to know I am 
serious about this question, no matter how silly it sounds  
What is there about a Pontiac that makes it not start when I 
get vanilla ice cream, and easy to start whenever I get any 
other kind. The Pontiac President was understandably 
skeptical about the letter, but sent an Engineer to check it 
out anyway.

The latter was surprised to be greeted by a successful, 
obviously well educated man in a fine neighborhood. He 
had arranged to meet the man just after dinner time, so the 

two hopped into the car and drove to the ice cream store. It 
was vanilla ice cream that night and, sure enough, after 
they came back to the car, it wouldn't start.

The Engineer returned for three more nights. The first 
night, they got chocolate. The car started. The second 
night, he got strawberry. The car started. The third night he 
ordered vanilla. The car failed to start.

Now the engineer, being a logical man, refused to believe 
that this man's car was allergic to vanilla ice cream. He 
arranged, therefore, to continue his visits for as long as it 
took to solve the problem. And toward this end he began to 
take notes: He jotted down all sorts of data: time of day, 
type of gas uses, time to drive back and forth etc.

In a short time, he had a clue: the man took less time to buy 
vanilla than any other flavor. Why? The answer was in the 
layout of the store. Vanilla, being the most popular flavor, 
was in a separate case at the front of the store for quick 
pickup. All the other flavors were kept in the back of the 
store at a different counter where it took considerably 
longer to check out the flavor.

Now, the question for the Engineer was why the car 
wouldn't start when it took less time. 

- Time was now the problem - not the vanilla ice cream!!!!

The engineer quickly came up with the answer: vapor lock.

It was happening every night; but the extra time taken to 
get the other flavors allowed the engine to cool down 
sufficiently to start. When the man got vanilla, the engine 
was still too hot for the vapor lock to dissipate.

Even crazy looking problems are sometimes real and all 
problems seem to be simple only when we find the 
solution, with cool thinking.

Don't just say it is IMPOSSIBLE without putting a sincere 
effort....

*What really matters is your attitude and your perception.*

We Will Miss Them
1. Shri S R Shah� Mumbai� 343030

2. Shri Hemchandra V Gupte� Thane� 3105

3. Shri Megh Lal� � 225020

4. Shri M B Kulkarni� Mumbai� 2728

5. Shri P S Pillai� Ernakulam� 723

6. Shri S G Gokhale� Vadodara� 56468

7. Shri L K Raina� New Delhi� 55105

8. Shri J S Oberoi� New Delhi� 82017

9. Shri N K Gupta� NOIDA� 65419

10. Shri D Chakraborty� Pipelines� 93607

11. Shri A L Jatana� New Delhi� 55971

12. Shri I V Gundappa� Bengaluru� 197
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Children Architects of Future
Indeed our young Children are the Architects of the Future.

You never know who can be among them our President/ 
PM/ Speaker/ CM / Poetical Leader / Chief of Army/ Air 
Force/ Navy/ an Astronaut / Vice Chancellor / IAS / IFS / 
IPS / IRS , Top Physician/ Surgeon/ Olympia/Head Priest 
of any Religion ,etc , etc.

It will be only possible when he / she is groomed, educated 
, trained to reach any of the above stages in his/ her future 
.The exercise starts from Parents and later comes to the 
Teacher and the Society. They have to work hard, sincerely 
to reach to their dreamt Goal.

For these young children, every experience or encounter 

I was so excited to take him into the world of net banking.

He asked if I did, I would not have to leave the house Yes 
yes I said. I told him how even groceries can now be 
delivered on the doorstep and how companies like 
Amazon provide everything we need!

His answer bit my tongue not letting me speak

He said: Since I entered this bank today, I have met four of 
my friends and have been talking for a while with 
employees who know me well now.

You know I'm lonely ... this is the company I need. I want to 
get ready and come to the bank. I have enough time, it is 
not only the mental contact I want but also direct contact 
with close ones.

I got sick two years ago and the owner of the shop where I 
buy fruit came to see me and sat on my bed and saw my 
condition and cried.

When your mom fell down a few days ago on her morning 
walk. One of the local grocers saw her and immediately 
came to our house in her car because she knew where I 
lived.

Will I have that human; connection if everything changes 
online?

Why force me to communicate with my computer to give 
me everything and spend time?

I want to know not only the 'seller', but also the person I am 
dealing with. It creates the bonds of relationships.

Does Amazon offer all this?  

* Technology is not life .. *

* Spend time with people. Not with devices *

Justice - Love is not a business. It is an element of life.

Editor's Pick :

Saving time is fine for people in high pressure jobs 
involving extensive international travel, dealing with Jet 
Lag, working from home with no holidays. But the retirees 
have different challenges of safety of their hard earned 
money, personal safety, loneliness, visits to doctors and 
getting admitted in hospital, little knowledge of modern day 
gadgets like smart phones, computers and risks 
associated with online financial dealings.

Once in a science class, the teacher asked the students, 
“Why do we have brakes in a car?”

Varied answers were received: “To Stop”. “To reduce 
speed”, “To avoid a collision,” etc.

But the best answer was : “To enable you to drive faster.”

Give it a thought. For a moment, assume you have no 
brakes in your car, then how fast will you drive your car? 
We can dare to accelerate, dare to go fast, and reach the 
destinations we desire because of brakes.

At various points in life, we find our parents, teachers, 
mentors and friends, etc., questioning our progress, 
direction, or decision. We consider them as irritants or 
consider such inquiries as “brakes” to our ongoing work. 
But, remember, it's because of such questions that you 
have managed to reach where you are today. Without 
brakes, you could have skid, lost direction, or met with an 
unfortunate accident.

Appreciate the “brakes” in your life. Use them wisely!

Brakes In Our Lives

“Buy One – Get One Free” may be a marketing gimmick. 
But it is true in real life in many sense.

1. We buy (i.e. harbouring this emotion) anger and get 
acidity free. 

2. We buy jealousy and get headache free 

3. We buy hatred and get ulcer free. 

4. We buy stress and get blood pressure free and so on.

5. Conversely, if we buy trust, we get friendship free. 

6. If we buy exercise, we get health free. 

7. If we buy peace, we get prosperity free. 

8. If we buy honesty, we get sleep free. 

9. If we buy LOVE, we get all good virtues free.

May god bless us with the wisdom to buy right things for a 
healthy and purposeful life!

Contributed by

Manak Agarwal

Buy One � Get One

“I work for an American company. I spent an hour in the 
bank with my dad when he came for the holidays because 
he had to change some money. I could not keep quiet and 
tried to give an advice ...

Dad, why don't you run your internet banking? I asked. 
Why should I do that? He asked ...

Well, you don't have to spend an hour here for things like 
money transfer

You can even do your shopping online. Everything will be 
so much easier! I said.

Changing Scenario of Present Day Life



presents a learning opportunity. They learn from 
everything they see, do, hear, feel, smell, and taste; 
everyone they interact (talk, play, and laugh) with; and 
everywhere they go.

It is believed that Pre-school children learn best when they 
interact with their peers, receive kind treatment from their 
parents and educators, and don't feel pressured to learn 
.They are inclined to be curious and interested in 
discovering new things. Children who receive quality early 
childhood education are reportedly more confident and 
curious, which causes them to perform better. Children 
learn how to manage challenges.

High quality early childhood education preschool 
programs can help to set up the young child for future 
academic, social, and emotional success.

Girls and boys, who learn to read, write and count will 
provide a better future for their families and countries. With 
improved education, so many other areas are positively 
affected. In short, education has the power to make the 
world a better place.

Our children decades ago in particular our Girl in villages 
were totally neglected since their Parents never 
encouraged then to attend a School with the result our 
country INDIA was left far behind in Literacy. The parents 
wanted their daughters to work at home only while their 
Sons to support them in the field / business. Etc.

An educated Girl is not only an asset to her Parents but will 
equally enrich her family after her Marriage.

Education is an important tool that enables children to 
participate in decisions that affect their lives and in 
improving their social status. Once a child is well educated 
he / she has self confidence , decision making quality , 
increase in income and better health too .

In our Mahan Country INDIA to encourage the children 
HRD Ministry , Govt of India introduced an Act namely 
Right to Education ACT, 2009 to provide free and 
compulsory education to all the children of the age of six to 
fourteen years.

The Act makes education a fundamental right of every 
child between the ages of 6 and 14 and specifies minimum 
norms in elementary schools. It requires all private schools 
to reserve 25% of seats for the poor and other categories of 
children. Children are admitted in private schools based on 
caste-based reservations. However in 2014, the Supreme 
Court of India ruled that Right to Education Act is not 
applicable to Minority Institutions.

The ACT also prohibits all Unrecognized schools from 
charging any donation or capitation fees and no interview 
of the child or the Parent for admission. It also provides that 
no child shall be held back or expelled. There is also a 
provision for special training of school drop-outs.

Contributed by
John Williams
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A student was one day taking a walk with a professor. As 
they went along, they saw lying in the path a pair of old 
shoes, which they supposed to belong to a poor man who 
was employed in a field close by, and who had nearly 
finished his days work.

The student turned to the professor, saying: Let us play the 
man a trick: we will hide his shoes, and conceal ourselves 
behind those bushes, and wait to see his perplexity when 
he cannot find them.

My young friend, answered the professor, we should never 
amuse ourselves at the expense of the poor. But you are 
rich, and may give yourself a much greater pleasure by 
means of giving to the poor man. Put a coin into each shoe, 
and then we will hide ourselves and watch how the 
discovery affects him. 

The student did so, and they both placed themselves 
behind the bushes close by.

The poor man soon finished his work, and came across the 
field to the path where he had left his coat and shoes. While 
putting on his coat he slipped his foot into one of his shoes; 
but feeling something hard, he stooped down to feel what it 
was, and found the coin.

Astonishment and wonder were seen upon his 
countenance. He gazed upon the coin, turned it round, and 
looked at it again and again.

He then looked around him on all sides, but no person was 
to be seen. He now put the money into his pocket, and 
proceeded to put on the other shoe; but his surprise was 
doubled on finding the other coin.

His feelings overcame him; he fell upon his knees, looked 
up to heaven and uttered aloud a fervent thanksgiving, in 
which he spoke of his wife, sick and helpless, and his 
children without bread, whom the timely bounty, from some 
unknown hand, would save from perishing.

The student stood there deeply moved and affected, and 
his eyes filled with tears. Now, said the professor, are you 
not much better pleased than if you had played your 
intended trick?

The youth replied, You have taught me a lesson which I will 
never forget. I feel now the truth of those words, which I 
never understood before: *It is more blessed to give than to 
receive.*

Give and stay blessed forever.

Contributed by
V. V. Nayak

Give & Stay Blessed
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surprise prize generated maximum curiosity.

The turn of surprise prize came at the end of the 
ceremoney. A prize for the tail enders. The team because 
of which all other teams and won. This team of a very 
senior officer and a newly recruited junior was called on 
stage to receive the prize - a wooden spoon.

During high tea which followed the event the surprise gift 
became centre of attraction and point of discussion about 
how this gift got selected out of all the choices available.

The admin department responsible for purchase of gifts 
shared that this gift was not selected rather it was 
purchased as per instructions from our General Manager. 
This information redirected the discussion the million dollar 
question - why wooden spoons. A simple answer came that 
wooden spoon as prize for them signified that members of 
the team were chamchaas.

As usual I had a different view – the wooden spoons should 
be a message for all of us that the chamchaas never drown 
or sink. So all chamchaas should feel secure.

During those days I invariable shared interesting events in 
office with my father who apart from being a practicing 
lawyer was a well read person.

At home when I shared Wooden Spoon story with my 
father his immediate question was; Do you have anyone in 
your office with exposure to British culture, I told him that 
our General Manager is graduate from Oxford.

Then he explained to me that Britishers follow the tradition 
of giving Wòoden Spoon to the tail enders in sports events.

Contributed by
Anand Mohan Mathur

Old Age
“Wisdom that comes with age, but the composure that 
comes with experience” 

“AGEING IS MANAGING and that is EXPERIENCE”

Is It! 

Old age is an admiring and decent state that had to be 
ended before it was too late. We generally associate old 
age with inertia purposelessness and intimations of 
mortality.

There is a common feeling that once anyone crossing, 
seventy years, the individual experiences cognitive 
decline, as per penultimate sense / thought.

But, this is not always true, because, age is just a rolling 
number to remember and it has made no difference, on 
one's ambitions.

The septuagenarians / Octogenarians / nonagenarians 
are on their best pathway to attain the centennial status.

Plutarch believed that old people live longer &-stronger, 
based on their positive will-power. What we achieve 
inwardly will change out reality and mind is not, just a 
vessel to be filled, but small continuous fire will kindle the 
smoke and steam. Age is not the restricted factor.

Old age is no longer at sea or wanderer in the storm 
anymore because our IROWA has paved many bright 
ways to upkeep and extend our living, with energy / 
inspiration / sigh of relief, and, once we cross 70 years, the 
five years' slab, for felicitation wind-fall amounts, ranging 
from Rs. 75,000/- to Rs. 5,00,000/- endorsed and 
guaranteed.

So, let's all achieve the pinnale of glory, by inducing or 
triggering more potential aspirations that we will surely 
travel more in age with better health. 

Contributed by 
S A Purushothaman

Shortly after completing my graduation got a job in 1969. In 
our office we has a table tennis table which was a prized 
possession during those days. With increase in company's 
business space constraint gave birth to the idea that we 
can do away with TT Table and put some office tables.

The family environment in office helped in seniors 
managing with smaller office tables. Our precious TT Table 
survived first onslaught.

Our TT enthusiasts celebrated the event by holding TT 
Tournament which generated lot of enthusiasm among the 
teams of participants and among non-players equally. 
Practice sessions started lasting longer and longer. Some 
of the top players were members of clubs. They started 
practicing with champions at the clubs.

During tournaments we forgot that we were working in a 
company. TT and performance of different teams was the 
single topic of discussion during lunch break and after 
office hours.

The day of prize distribution in a function came where a 

Spoon, Chamcha, pEpk

The Sun and the Cave
*One day the Sun and a Cave struck up a conversation. 
The Sun had trouble understanding what “dark” meant and 
the Cave didn't quite get the hang of “light and clear” so 
they decided to change places.*

*The Cave went up to the Sun and said, “Ah, I see, this is 
beyond wonderful. Now come down and see where I have 
been living.”* *The Sun went down to the cave and said, 
“Gee, I don't see any difference.”*

*When the sun went down, it took its light along and even 
the darkest corners were illuminated. That's why the Sun 
couldn't see any difference.*

*There is a quote from an old book that says. The 
enlightened ones can never be sent to hell or pushed into 
darkness. They carry their heaven on their shoulders all 
the time.*

*We thought that heaven is a place where we are 
supposed to go, perhaps it was a state of mind we were 
supposed to achieve.*

*If you are full of darkness within, full of negativity, fear, and 
doubt, you become a Cave unknowingly. Its hell within and 
no matter how much you accumulate, you still remain 
hollow.*

*If you are illuminated like the Sun, then the darkness of the 
cave wouldn't matter. You could be in the worse of 
circumstances, you'll still be able to find a blessing 
somewhere.*

*You'll be carrying your Heaven with you.*
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Paud Road, Kothrud

Pune 411038

16563
Shri Basutkar Vijaykumar Murlidhar

Sandhya Mohan Joshi
Saptasur A-103

DSK Vishwa Dhayari
Pune 411041

93047
Shri Ved Bhushan 
Mrs Sudha Rajpal

F-2, Neel Madan Apart.,
Vayu Shakti Phase - VII

Opp. Vibgyor School Horamavu
Jayanthi Nagar, Main Road, 

Horamavu, Bengaluru 560043

3736
Shri Gupta J L

Smt. Usha Gupta
D-1203, D Block, 12th Floor,

Ajmera Infinity
Neeladari Nagar Main Road

Electronic City Phase - I
Bengaluru 560100

82138
Shri Prem Nath

803, Miraj Morning
Sector 14, Hiran Magri

Udaipur 313001

7610
Shri Bahl H C 

Flat Noo. 3B, Block 3
Sector 56, Rail Vihar
Gurugram 122011

Members' Directory - Corrections

New Members - IROBF
19758

Shri Goel Umesh
Smt Sushma Goel

1 / 51, Sunder Vihar
New Delhi 110087

25279695, 9811647048
umesh1106@gmail.com

93827
Shri Agarwal Deepak
Mrs Beenu Agarwal
A - 217, Sector 26

NOIDA 201301
0120-2551302, 9873693300
deepak21726@gmail.com

700274
Shri Rawat Ganesh Shankar

Kshamta Rawat
33 Bhagwati Vihar

Indralok Colony
Krishna Nagar, Lucknow 226023
9450004636, 9415119080
gs.rawat.ioc@gmail.com

19620
Shri Mittal Ravindra

Mrs Manisha
L - 338, Block-, Vrinda Garden IV
Near RTO, Jagatpura, Jaipur 302017

9930844018, 9004542982
mittal600@gmail.com

225457
Shri Singh Ajay Kumar

Mamta Singh
House No. 6085

Block - G, Aerocity
Mohali 140306
9810507109

aksingh0504@gmail.com

81393
Smt Wadhwa Anuradha

Mr C M Wadhwa
B-9, Dronacharya Apptts.
Mayur Vihar, Ph - I,  Extn.

Delhi 110091
9811922157

anuradhacmw@gmail.com

52846
Shri Choudhury Bipul Kr
Mrs Rinku Choudhury

House No. 378
Bisnu Rava Nagar

Noonmati, Guwahati 781120
9435592565, 7002091647
choudhrybkc@gmail.com

52945
Shri Boro Bipin Chandra

Mrs Banti Boro
House No. 47, Birkuchi

Nr. Shiv Mandir, PO Narengi
Guwahati 781126

8811095346
borobc@gmail.com

52853
Shri Roy Nikunja Kr.

House No. 47, Jayanta Nagar
Guwahati

9435344417

51947
Shri Kalita Akan
Mrs Rina Kalita

House No. 15, Moipriya Bhavan
Niribilipath, Birkuch

Nr Assam 
9707495687

akankalita1950@gmail.com

100255
Shri Chakraboty Nitish Kr.
Mrs Arundhati Chakraborty

House No. 3010
GR Township
9435133006

nkc1253@gmail.com

52986
Smt Sarma Padmasri

Mr Sunil Chandra Sarma
House No. 220, Pather, 

Opp. SFS School
PO Udayan Vihar, Satgaon

Guwahati 781171
9435400884

padmashrisarma@gmail.com

52846
Shri Choudhury Bipul Kumar

Mrs Rinku Choudhury
House No. 37, Rabha Nagar

PO Noonmati, Guwahati 781020
9435592565

52945
Shri Boro Bipin Chandra

Mrs Banti Boro
House No. 47, 

Birkuchi, PO Narengi
Guwahati 781026

8811095346

52853
Shri Roy Nikunja Kr
Mrs Banalata Roy

House No. 47, Jayanta Nagar
Noonmati, Guwahati 781020

9435344419

51947
Shri Kalita Akan
Mrs Rina Kalita

House No. 15, Malpriya Bhavan
Niribili Path Birkuchi
Near Assam Carbon 

Guwahati 781026
9707495687

100255
Shri Chakraborty Nitish Kumar

Smt Arundhati Chakraborty
Qtr. No. 3010

Guwahati Refinery Township,
Sector IIII, PO Noonmati

Guwahati 781020
9435133006

52986
Smt Sarma Padmasri

Mr Sunil Chandra Sarma
House No 220, Patharquari 

Opp.SFS School, PO Udayan Vihar
Satgaon, Guwahati 781171

9435400884

81393
Smt Wadhwa Anuradha

Mr C M Wadhwa
B-9, Droyacharya Apartt.
Mayur Vihar, Phase - I

Phase - I Extn. Delhi 110091
9811922157

anuradhacmw@gmail.com

22593
Shri Guruvammi A

Jayapragalathan G V
Plot No. 43 / 47, Ananda Raja Nagar

S Kodikulam, K Pudur PO
Madurai 625007

0452-4294024, 9443077741
guruvammalpragalathan@gmail.com

92088
Shri Thangaraj S

Selva Rukumani Kumari
9 / 113, 3rd Cross Street

Srinivasa Nagar
Kolathur, Chennai 600099
9444053358, 26503358

rajgoldking093@gmail.com

15779
Shri Ravikumar M

B Chitra
C-403, 4th Floor, Bagyam Sadhana

No. 25, Dharga Road
Zamin Pallavaram
Chennai 600043

9444069652
mrk15779@gmail.com

22594
Shri Ramesh B

Uma Maheshwari Ramesh
Flat No. 6, First Floor, Panchavadi Apart.

No. 8, Dr R P Road, Nehru Nagar
Chrompet, Chennai 600044

8220839112
rameshpanchavad16@gmail.com

700733
Shri Baklaji B R
Lakshmi Balaji

Plot No. 4021, A & B Kalpataru
Cauvery Street, Ram Nagar North Extn.

Madipakkam, Chennai 600091
9448023012

mails.r.balaji@gmail.com

15069
Shri Ramamurthy K

B Devaki
4 / 185, Ananda Iyer Street

NGGO Colony
Coimbatore 641022

9442264586
ramancbe1961@gmail.com

225457
Shri Singh Ajay Kumar

Mamta Singh
House No. 6085, Block - G

Aerocity, Mohali 140306
9810507109

aksingh0504@gmail.com

19620
Shri Mittal Ravindra
Mrs Manisha Mittal

L - 338, Block - 10, Vrindavan Garden
NCoR RTO, Jagatpura, Jaipur 302017

9930844018
mittal600@gmail.com

700274
Shri Rawat Ganesh Shankar

Mrs Kshamta Rawat
33, Bhagwati Vihar 

Indralok Colony, Krishna Nagar
Lucknow 226023

9415119080, gs.rawat.ioc@gmail.com

93827
Shri Agarwal Deepak
Mrs Beenu Agarwal
A - 217, Sector - 26
NOIDA, UP 201301

0120-2551302, 9873693300
deepak21726@gmail.com

19758
Shri Goel Umesh
Smt Sushma Goel
1 / 51 Sunder Vihar
New Delhi 110087

25279695, 9811649048
umesh1106@gmail.com

IROWA - New Members



RKBK

With Best Compliments from :

RKBK LIMITED
B-32, Greater Kailash, Part-I, 

New Delhi - 110 048
Ph: 29233676

E-mail : rkbkdelhi@gmail.com 

We cherish 45 years of our association with Indian Oil Corporation Limited
and greatly value the cooperation and guidance extended by the officers

We wish all of you a healthy, happy and meaningful retired life.

Regd. Office : 216 A. J. C. Bose Road, Kolkata - 700 017

Brijendra Poddar
Director

Yash Poddar�����
Managing Director
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